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Life is too short for manual peering
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I just joined this exchange, would you like to peer?

Sorry for the delay to my reply, sure, whats your peering IP?
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I just joined this exchange, would you like to peer?
Sorry for the delay to my reply, sure, whats your peering IP?

Sorry for the delay to my reply, it is 198.51.100.20
That is my IP address.

Oh, Lol, Soz, it’s 198.51.100.30.  Sessions are waiting.
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I just joined this exchange, would you like to peer?
Sorry for the delay to my reply, sure, whats your peering IP?

Sorry for the delay to my reply, it is 198.51.100.20
That is my IP address.

Oh, Lol, Soz, it’s 198.51.100.30.  Sessions are waiting.
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I just joined this exchange, would you like to peer?
Sorry for the delay to my reply, sure, whats your peering IP?

Sorry for the delay to my reply, it is 198.51.100.20
That is my IP address.

Oh, Lol, Soz, it’s 198.51.100.30.  Sessions are waiting.

Hello?

Sorry for the delay to my reply, Bill has now left the company.  
Does this ticket still require action?
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I just joined this exchange, would you like to peer?
Sorry for the delay to my reply, sure, whats your peering IP?

Sorry for the delay to my reply, it is 198.51.100.20
That is my IP address.

Oh, Lol, Soz, it’s 198.51.100.30.  Sessions are waiting.

Hello?

Sorry for the delay to my reply, Bill has now left the company.  
Does this ticket still require action?

How much traffic is this session actually “worth”?
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Imagine
Imagine a world where computers would help us make realtime peering decisions

… With known and predictable outcomes

… And error free provisioning of peering

… For free

… Today
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For this to happen we need:
Our Networks:
> Software to help us understand the network and our traffic (cost/volume, latency, value)
> Software to reliably orchestrate

Open data:
> Peering network intentions
> Authoritative information about exchange data

Ecosystem:
> Low friction data exchange norms
> More peering opportunity
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Our Networks
> Software to help us understand the network and our traffic (cost/volume, latency, value)

Cost and Volume is largely solved now, assuming you can export Netflow

Pmacct is the most pluggable store of sorted volume data 
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pmacct
http://www.pmacct.net

Open Source
High performance, high scale, powerful
Most flexible, most configuration required

Collector -> own reports
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sfacctd_port: 2100 

sfacctd_as: sflow 

sfacctd_renormalize: true 

! 

plugins: print[testprint] 

! 

aggregate[testprint]: in_iface, out_iface, proto, peer_src_ip, peer_dst_ip, peer_dst_as, peer_src_as, src_as, dst_as 

! 

print_output_file[testprint]: /path/to/spool/blabla-$peer_src_ip-%Y%m%d-%H%M.txt 

print_output[testprint]: csv 

print_output_separator[testprint]: ; 

print_refresh_time[testprint]: 60 

print_history[testprint]: 1m 

print_history_roundoff[testprint]: m
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SRCAS;DSTAS;PEER_SRC_AS;PEER_DST_AS;PEER_SRC_IP;PEER_DST_IP;IN_IFACE;OUT_IFACE;PROTOCOL;PACKETS;BYTES 

4x0;224;4x0;2603;x.x.x.253;x.x.x.246;3;4;tcp;2048;151552 

4x0;15169;4x0;15169;x.x.x.253;x.x.x.246;3;4;tcp;10240;880640 

4x0;50247;4x0;24724;x.x.x.253;x.x.x.246;3;4;tcp;2048;167936 

4x0;9269;4x0;1273;x.x.x.253;x.x.x.237;3;3;tcp;2048;135168 

4x0;3356;4x0;1273;x.x.x.253;x.x.x.237;3;3;tcp;32768;2375680 

4x;209;4x0;1273;x.x.x.253;x.x.x.237;3;3;udp;2048;2940928 
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plugins: mysql[5mins], mysql[hourly] 

sql_optimize_clauses: true 

sql_dont_try_update: true 

sql_multi_values: 1024000 

sql_history_roundoff[5mins]: m 

sql_history[5mins]: 5m 

sql_refresh_time[5mins]: 300 

sql_table[5mins]: acct_bgp_5mins 

sql_history_roundoff[hourly]: h 

sql_history[hourly]: 1h 

sql_refresh_time[hourly]: 3600 

sql_table[hourly]: acct_bgp_1hr 

plugin_buffer_size: 10240 

plugin_pipe_size: 1024000 

aggregate: tag, src_as, dst_as, peer_src_as, peer_dst_as, peer_src_ip,  
                                             peer_dst_ip, local_pref, as_path
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Limit to specific interfaces Group by src/dst ASN and time

Sum the bytes
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Our Networks
> Software to help us understand the network and our traffic (cost/volume, latency, value)

I am not sure that latency sensitive potential peers and high company value potential peers 
so simple to measure

 - performance problem scraping from trouble ticket data?
 - internal audit?
 - expectation that volumes follow value?

Discussion point for tonight!
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Our Networks
> Software to reliably orchestrate

Largely a solved problem

If tin doesn’t have an API, do not buy it.
 - Make sure the API is not simply a front end to the CLI

Developing confidence
 - Start by writing ‘read only’ utilities
 - Install virtual environments for your network assets
 - Automated testing
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Open Data
> Peering Network Intentions

- PeeringDB is the best resource we have, and good for location based data
- Coarse specification of peering openness
- No common way to express peering policy or approach programatically

- “We prefer PNI in Frankfurt”
- “Public only below 1Gbps”

- Not authoritative for IXP “owned” data elements
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Open Data
> Authoritative information about exchange data

- Euro-IX JSON schema
- IXPs authoritative for IX elements, e.g. peering IP addresses
- Complete, accurate, automatic
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So what do we sort of have so far?
Building blocks:

 - Lots of data from our own networks about volumes
 - Work to do to get data about quality, performance, availability, latency…
 - Good orchestration capability
 - Excellent coverage about network peering intentions
 - Good, and growing coverage of exchange data
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Ecosystem
> Low friction data exchange norms 

Not just for participant data

For service instantiation, management, augmentation, removal…

“API First”
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Transparent reporting 

My view is your view
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Ecosystem
> More peering opportunity  

Watch this space :-)
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Questions and comments?

andy@asteroidhq.com // @andyd // @asteroidhq
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